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1.0

Introduction

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Tewkesbury Borough Council is carrying out a Boroughwide
Community Governance Review in accordance with Part 4, Chapter 3
of the Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007.

1.1.2

In carrying out a Review, the Council is required to have regard to the
Guidance on Community Governance Reviews issued by the Ministry
of Housing, Communities and Local Government (now Secretary of
State for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities) Guidance (the
Guidance). This Guidance states that it is good practice for a
Principal Council to consider conducting a review every 10-15 years
as well as in circumstances where there has been significant new
housing development. The last full review of Parish arrangements
took place in 2002/2003 following the Borough of Tewkesbury
(Electoral Changes) Order 2001 and during that period there has
been significant development resulting in population changes and
shifts in ‘natural settlements’ caused by new development.

1.1.3

Before making any recommendations or publishing final proposals, a
full consultation process is required, to take full account of the views
of local people and other stakeholders.

1.2

Scope

1.2.1

The Local Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007
(2007 Act) devolved the power to take decisions about matters such
as the creation of Parishes and their electoral arrangements to local
authorities.

1.2.2

Councils have the responsibility to undertake Community Governance
Reviews and are able to decide whether to give effect to
recommendations made in those reviews save that any consequential
recommendations for related alterations to the electoral areas of
Principal Councils require approval of, and implementation by, the
Local Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE). In
addition, any Parish electoral arrangements that had been included in
an LGBCE review are protected and require the consent of the
LGBCE before any Order implementing changes can be made.

1.2.3

A review of Tewkesbury Borough Wards by the LGBCE saw several
changes being introduced in May 2018 as set out in The Tewkesbury
(Electoral Changes) Order 2018. Whilst the Commission did not carry
out a review of the Parish or Town Councils in the Borough, they did
agree some changes which amended the warding arrangements of
the Parish/Town Councils of Bishop’s Cleeve, Brockworth,
Churchdown and Tewkesbury. As referred to in paragraph 1.2.2
these four areas are protected under the 2007 Act and any proposed
changes to Parish electoral arrangements are subject to consent of
the LGBCE.
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1.2.4

In relation to any consequential changes to Borough Ward
boundaries, the LGBCE would expect to see that specific consultation
had been undertaken on Ward/Division boundaries as well as the
Parish boundaries themselves. The LGBCE can only accept or reject
the requested related alterations.

1.2.5

The whole of the Tewkesbury Borough area is included in the
Community Governance Review. The carrying out of the review will
not automatically mean there will be changes but will examine
whether there is a case for change. The review can result in
recommendations for changes to e.g., Parish boundaries (including
the creation, alteration and abolition of a Parish), and consequential
changes in electoral arrangements.

1.2.6

When undertaking the Review, the Council is required to ensure that
community governance within the area under review will be:
(a) reflective of the identities and interests of the community in
that area; and
(b) effective and convenient.

1.2.7

Guidance on considerations to be taken into account when
undertaking a review include the impact on community cohesion of
community governance arrangements, size, population and
boundaries of a local community or Parish.

1.3

Process

1.3.1

A review entails the following stages:
(i)
All interested parties must be informed of the review, its
subject matter and the timescale for making
representations.
(ii)
All representations must be considered.
(iii)
Draft recommendations are produced and published with
representations invited from interested parties.
(iv)
All representations considered.
(v)
Final recommendations produced for approval by Council
and sent to interested parties and LGBCE (in relation to
any recommendations affecting the four protected areas
(see paragraph 1.2.3) and changes to Borough Wards as
a consequence of the review (see paragraph 1.2.2)).
(vi)
LGBCE will accept or reject recommendations (see
paragraph 1.2.4).
(vii)
Implementation of Community Governance Order, with any
new community governance arrangements to come into
force for the May 2023 local Council elections.

1.3.2

At its meeting on 2 June 2021 the Executive Committee considered a
report which sought approval for the commencement of a Boroughwide Community Governance Review. The Committee approved the
review, the Terms of Reference of that review and established a
Community Governance Review Working Group to undertake that
work.
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1.3.3

The Community Governance Review Working Group has been
provided with maps for each parish in the Borough showing individual
parish boundary lines, a map of the whole Borough with parish
boundaries marked and maps for each submission/proposal received
to the initial consultation of this Review. In addition, the Working
Group has met twice and undertaken a bus tour of the areas under
consideration and, based on the general criteria set out in paragraphs
1.2.6 and 1.2.7, has analysed the submissions and prepared draft
recommendations as per Sections 4 5 and 6 of this report.

2.0

Timetable

2.1

Details
Commencement of CGR – Terms of
Reference published
Initial consultation stage
Draft recommendations prepared
Draft recommendations published
Consultation on
draft
recommendations
Final recommendations prepared
Final Recommendations considered
and approved by Council
Community Governance
Order(s) made
New community governance
arrangements come into force

15 June 2021

Dates

15 June 2021 – 15 September 2021
October 2021 – November 2021
January 2022 (amended from
December 2021)
January 2022 – March 2022
(amended from December 2021 –
February 2022)
April 2022 – May 2022 (amended
from March 2022 – April 2022)
May 2022
August 2022
May 2023 local council
elections

3.0

Initial Consultation

3.1

Following the Executive Committee’s decision to undertake a
Borough-wide Community Governance Review each Parish and Town
Council in the Borough was asked to submit
representations/comments along with MPs, County and Borough
Councillors; Political Parties; Gloucestershire County Council;
Gloucestershire Association of Parish and Town Councils; two
members of the public following their previous communications on the
subject; the Council’s Community Development Officers; and
members of the public/local residents through the website and social
media.

3.2

The initial consultation stage of the Community Governance Review
took place between 15 June and 15 September 2021 with a total of 44
responses received - 23 from Parish and Town Councils and Parish
Meetings within Tewkesbury Borough; one from a Parish Council
within Cheltenham Borough; one from another organisation and 19
from members of the public/local residents.
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3.3

Parish Councils/Meetings

3.3.1

Representations were received from the Parish/Town Councils of
Alderton, Ashchurch Rural, Badgeworth, Bishops Cleeve, Boddington,
Brockworth, Buckland, Dumbleton, Elmstone Hardwicke, Hucclecote,
Leigh, Longford, Maisemore, Northway, Stanton, Stanway,
Teddington, Tewkesbury, Toddington, Uckington, Wheatpieces,
Winchcombe and the Parish Meeting of Prescott.
Alderton

3.3.2

The Parish Council is happy with the current arrangements and did
not submit proposals.
Ashchurch Rural

3.3.3

Ashchurch Rural Parish Council submitted a map and a full
description of its proposals for altering the parish boundaries and to
increase the number of Parish Councillors.
• Proposal for an extension to the parish boundary to include
the majority of the properties in the development known as
‘The Meadows’, currently within the Wheatpieces Parish (save
for the properties being built on land next to the school which
the Parish Council propose should remain within Wheatpieces
Parish as these can readily identify to Wheatpieces Parish).
• The supporting factors given include:
o Creation of clarity for residents where some homes are
within Ashchurch Rural Parish and neighbouring ones
are within Wheatpieces Parish.
o The Meadows is considered different from the highdensity development at Wheatpieces and a location
where residents identify to be in a more rural
environment.
• Changes are sought to the boundary, with consideration for
further development along Rudge Lane.
• Increase of Parish Councillors by two; (one for Barleyfields
and one for The Meadows) increasing from seven to nine,
reflecting the increase in parishioners into the parish.
Badgeworth

3.3.4

Badgeworth Parish Council consulted residents via the parish
noticeboards and website and had no response and, therefore, had
no comments or suggestions to offer.
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Bishops Cleeve
3.3.5

Bishops Cleeve Parish Council submitted a map and full description
of its proposals for altering the parish boundaries.
• Proposal for an extension to the existing boundary to include
areas of land currently within the Parish of Gotherington;
o land to the north of the current parish boundary and
adjacent and south of the former Farmers Arms (now
Badhams Chemist Head Office) on Evesham Road, and
upon which a proposed primary school is to be built, and
o land to the north of the current Cleevelands development
and opposite the proposed school site (the area the subject
of planning application number 17/00399/OUT and known
as Cleevelands North).
• The supporting factors given include:
o The proposal will ensure that the primary school site is
included within the parish for the residents and families that
the school will be built to serve.
o New residents will travel and utilise facilities within Bishop’s
Cleeve, which the Parish Council has a responsibility to
provide and maintain, and should receive financial
contributions towards as a consequence of development,
should the land known as Cleevelands North be developed
in the future.
Boddington

3.3.6

Boddington Parish Council is happy with the existing arrangements.
Brockworth

3.3.7

Brockworth Parish Council commented and proposed as follows:
•
Removal of all internal parish warding, as current warding
is not clear and provides no practical benefit.
•
Increase of Parish Councillors by four; increasing from
seventeen to twenty-one, reflecting the current electorate
and increase in population from new housing development
in the Parish.
•
The future creation of a separate Parish Council for the
area known as ‘Coopers Edge’, which has its own facilities,
identity and community, separate to the three parishes
within which it currently falls: Brockworth, Hucclecote and
Upton St Leonards (Stroud District).
Buckland

3.3.8

Buckland Parish Council would like to remain ‘stand alone’ (with the
current villages of Laverton and Buckland making up the Parish
Council). The Parish Council deems it unnecessary to merge with
any other Parish.
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Dumbleton
3.3.9

Dumbleton Parish Council submitted that it has no comments to make
other than it would like to see no changes as far as the Parish Council
is concerned.
Elmstone Hardwicke

3.3.10

Elmstone Hardwicke Parish Council submitted that it has no
comments to make other than it would like to see no changes as far
as the Parish Council is concerned.
Hucclecote

3.3.11

Hucclecote Parish Council submitted their views and suggestions
regarding the development known as ‘Coopers Edge’, in particular,
the Parish Council is seeking that the review puts in place firm, clear
and timebound steps to establish a Coopers Edge Parish Council to
embrace the areas of the development currently covered by
Hucclecote, Brockworth and Upton St Leonards (Stroud District)
Parish Councils, to address deficiencies that exist and improve the
community coherence of Coopers Edge.
In the interim Hucclecote Parish Council would like to create a new
Coopers Edge Parish Council from those parts of the development
that are currently located within both Brockworth Parish and
Hucclecote Parish, with the ultimate aim to include the remainder of
the Coopers Edge development currently falling within Stroud District
Council.
Leigh

3.3.12

Leigh Parish Council submitted that there are no changes for the
parish as the planned houses have not yet been built.
Longford

3.3.13

Longford Parish Council submitted a map and full description of its
proposal for altering the parish boundaries.
• Amendment to the parish boundary between Longford Parish
and Innsworth Parish to A40 and Horsbere Brook, increasing
the size of Longford Parish by taking in the new development
entirely.
Maisemore

3.3.14

Maisemore Parish Council submitted a map and full description of its
proposal for altering the parish boundaries.
• A proposal to deal with boundary anomalies between the
parishes of Maisemore Parish and Highnam Parish along the
River Leadon.
• A proposal to regularise boundary anomalies between land
within Maisemore Parish and neighbouring Hartpury Parish
(Forest of Dean District).
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Northway
3.3.15

Northway Parish Council submitted a map and full description of its
proposal for altering the parish boundaries.
• Seeking amendment to the boundary to include land to the
east of the existing boundary to the highway; B4079 (retaining
the M5 as the west boundary, the brook as the north boundary
and the A46 as the south boundary). The land currently
contains very few electorate but the Parish Council submit that
over time it is expected to be an area of significant
development.
The supporting factors given include:
• A strong, clearly defined boundary which reflects local
identities and facilitates effective and convenient local
government.
• Creation of cohesion between two proposed new
developments either side of the railway, accessed via the new
bridge.
• Likelihood of residents of the proposed new developments to
use existing facilities in Northway Parish.
• Historical wartime links between the MOD army camp and
Northway.
• Existing industrial/business development, including low and
high skilled employment, currently located within Northway.
• Entrance to the train station being accessed from Northway
Lane within Northway Parish.
• Incorporating fields to the east of the railway line currently
used for recreation by the residents of Northway and making
St Nicholas Church more central to the whole housing area.
Prescott

3.3.16

Prescott Parish Meeting submitted that as there has been no
significant change within the Parish of Prescott, the current position
does not require a review.
Stanton

3.3.17

Stanton Parish Council advised that there is no submission to be
made.
Stanway

3.3.18

Stanway Parish Council submitted a map and full description of its
proposal for altering the parish boundaries, in view of the submission
made by Toddington Parish Council.
• Seeking changes to the boundary to include houses
Toddington side of the roundabout (the houses on the
Broadway Road and opposite the shop).
The supporting factor(s) given include:
• To increase the size of the already small Stanway Parish.
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Teddington
3.3.19

Teddington and Alstone Parish Council made no comment other than
it would like to see no changes as far as the Parish is concerned.
Tewkesbury

3.3.20

Tewkesbury Town Council submitted that it would be content to see
no change at all, however, a map and full description of a possible
proposal to alter the town boundaries was provided.
• Consideration of boundary change to include land and
properties at the Hoo and former Tredington Hospital site
within the Parishes of Deerhurst, Elmstone Hardwicke and
Stoke Orchard.
• Longer term boundary change consideration to absorb
Wheatpieces Parish and Northway Parish within Tewkesbury
Town and increase in Councillors to reflect electorate size.
The supporting factors given include:
• Helpful in the argument for funding the provision of services
for the benefit of the residents at Odessa.
• In the longer term, the close proximity in facilities of
Wheatpieces parish and those owned by the Town Council
would benefit all residents.
• The longer term proposal, specifically in respect of the
boundary change proposal to include Wheatpieces, would
provide Wheatpieces residents with a sense of being part of
the Tewkesbury community.
Toddington

3.3.21

Toddington Parish Council submitted a map and full description of its
proposal for altering the parish boundaries and to increase the
number of Parish Councillors.
• Seeking changes to the boundary to run along the railway line
from Stanway viaduct at the north end, south to the road to
Didbrook and out to the highway; B4632 just south of Beecroft
(taking in the Station Cottages).
• Increase of Parish Councillors by two; increasing from five to
seven, reflecting the increase in parishioners into the parish
over the last 40 years and to reduce pressure on too small a
number of Councillors.
The supporting factors given to the proposed boundary alteration
include:
• Belief that the residents living the Stow side of the Broadway
roundabout consider themselves to live in Toddington and part
of that community.
• Infrastructure and services within Toddington Parish are used
by local residents.
Uckington

3.3.22

Uckington Parish Council made no comment other than it would like
to see no changes as far as the Parish is concerned.
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Wheatpieces
3.3.23

Wheatpieces Parish Council propose an extension of the Parish
boundary to include the new Bloor Homes development adjacent to
the Wheatpieces estate.
Winchcombe

3.3.24

Winchcombe Town Council agreed not to submit any proposals.

3.4

Residents

3.4.1

Representations were received from residents of the Parishes of
Dumbleton, Longford, Teddington and Wheatpieces.
Dumbleton

3.4.2

A submission was received on behalf of the residents of Wormington,
highlighting the desire for Wormington to have governance of its own
matters and control of the council tax revenue its residents pay.
The supporting arguments include:
• Preference to resolve ongoing issues with Dumbleton Parish
Council (particularly surrounding the construction of a
permanent community facility in Wormington), however, the
submission seeks an alternative governance solution for the
benefit of the Wormington residents.
• Strong sense of community and a wide range of skills,
knowledge and experience available within Wormington and
the surrounding area.
• The return of the site of the Village Hall to the residents of
Wormington and enable Wormington to support its residents
effectively.
Longford

3.4.3

•

Thirteen households put forward very similar views; to include
the new build development, currently within the Innsworth
Parish, in Longford Parish.
The supporting arguments include: o Removal of isolated pockets so residents can clearly
recognise their parish boundary and so areas of no-mans
land are recognised and cared for better than at present.
o Properties currently have addresses as Longford.
o School and local shop classed as Longford.
o Innsworth less desirable and property valuation concerns.
o Impact on school catchment area, emergency services
response, delivery issues, effects on house/car insurance.
o Local activity engagement falls within Longford.
o No physical infrastructure to enter/exit Innsworth directly
from estate.
o Polling station in Longford is a short walk away. Currently
polling station in Innsworth is long walk or drive.
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•

One household put forward a suggestion for the area known
as ‘Walham’ to be embraced within Sandhurst Parish, as it is
believed that those residents do not currently identify with
Longford Parish.

Teddington
3.4.4

One household provided general feedback on the Review and matters
that should be considered.
Wheatpieces

3.4.5

One household made a submission to support an extension to the
boundary to Wheatpieces Parish to include the new housing
development Tewkesbury Meadows.
The supporting arguments include:
• The residents of the new build properties, currently included in
Ashchurch Rural Parish, would not consider themselves part
of this community.
• The amenities closest are all within Wheatpieces Parish,
including the location of the polling station allocated to the
residents of Wheatpieces Parish.

3.5

Others
Badgeworth/Shurdington

3.5.1

Up Hatherley Parish Council and two residents of this Parish
submitted proposals to return to the boundary position pre-1991;
transfer of parts of land currently within Badgeworth Parish and
Shurdington Parish to Up Hatherley Parish Council (Cheltenham
Borough). Areas include the nature reserve in Chargrove Lane, the
sports field in Cold Pool Lane, properties in Symphony Road.
Longford

3.5.2

Feedback to the Review was provided by Longford Park Academy.
Whilst the Academy had no particular comment on the boundaries,
feedback included that the Academy should not be subject to any
detriment on pupil recruitment based on changes to parish
boundaries, that it will not change its name (should the boundary
change) and the Academy should not be subject to any adverse
publicity due to any boundary change by either locals, or Parish
Councillors.
General observations/comments

3.5.3

General comments received include:
• No desire for increase in powers of Parish Councils.
• Parish Councils have no checks and balances, are selfregulating and unaccountable and have no proper complaints
procedures.
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4.0

Analysis

4.1

Parish Councils/Meetings
Alderton

4.1.1

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Ashchurch Rural and Wheatpieces

4.1.2

The proposed boundary alteration suggested by Ashchurch Rural
Parish Council would encompass the majority of the properties
located within ‘The Meadows’, which currently form part of the Parish
of Wheatpieces, increasing the electorate of Ashchurch Rural Parish
by approximately 136 (based on current electorate).

4.1.3

The proposal put forward by Ashchurch Rural Parish Council is
contrary to the views received from Wheatpieces Parish Council and
a household of The Meadows development (see paragraph 3.4.5).
Electoral administrators are also aware that other residents at The
Meadows have previously expressed this same view (although have
not submitted representations during the initial consultation stage of
this Review), particularly in terms of the distance to travel to their
polling station which is currently at Ashchurch Village Hall. Physically
there is a disconnect and lack of community cohesion between the
residents of The Meadows, who presently form part of Ashchurch
Rural Parish and adjoin the established ‘urban’ Wheatpieces estate,
and the existing ‘rural’ community of Ashchurch Parish.

4.1.4

The proposal suggested by Wheatpieces Parish Council seeks to
include The Meadows development within its boundaries, increasing
the electorate of Wheatpieces Parish by approximately 260 (based on
current electorate). Presently the boundary between Wheatpieces
Parish and Ashchurch Rural Parish follows field lines and for some
properties cuts through the house/garden. Any recommendation to
extend the boundary could seek to define a boundary that would aim
to future-proof any possible development where residents would
identify with the existing Wheatpieces estate in the future.

4.1.5

A transfer would impact on the Borough Warding as Wheatpieces falls
within the Tewkesbury East Ward and Ashchurch Rural is within
Isbourne Ward. The number of Councillors serving Tewkesbury East
Ward is two with a current total electorate of 4099. There are no
proposed increases in the Tewkesbury East Ward electorate in the 5
year forecast (see table in Section 8), although should the
Wheatpieces Parish proposal be recommended the electorate would
increase to 4359.
The number of Councillors serving Isbourne Ward is also two with a
current total electorate of 3324 and a proposed increase to 4190 in
the 5 year forecast (see table in Section 8) with a further addition of
136 should the proposal by Ashchurch Rural Parish Council be
recommended (totaling 4326).
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The calculations provided by LGBCE in the 2017/2018 review took
account of the electorate to 2022 with the average number of electors
per Councillor for Tewkesbury Borough being 1994 by 2022. To
achieve a ‘good electoral equality’ the number of electors per
Councillor in a ward should be within 10% of this figure.
Should either of the proposals put forward by Ashchurch Rural Parish
Council or Wheatpieces Parish Council be recommended in this
review, the average electorates for each of the Parish Council’s
(taking into account 5 year forecasts and respective
increases/decreases in electorates applicable to submitted proposals)
would still fall within the 10% variance.
It is possible for Parish and Borough elections to be run without
boundaries being coterminous; however, this is difficult to administer
and could create confusion for electors. As set out in paragraph 1.2.4
any recommendation to existing parishes which impact on Borough
Wards are subject to consent of the LGBCE.
4.1.6

In terms of the request by Ashchurch Parish Council for an increase in
the number of Councillors, based on the Council’s scale of
representation (see paragraph 7.1) the current electorate of 1154
supports the request for an increase in Parish Councillors from seven
to nine but should it be the case that the Wheatpieces Parish Council
proposed boundary change be recommended, the electorate would
reduce to a level on the scale of representation that reflects the
existing seven Parish Councillors, However, any recommendation
could seek to keep this situation under review, particularly in view of
the major development planned for the area.
Badgeworth and Shurdington

4.1.7

The proposals to transfer particular parts of Badgeworth and
Shurdington Parishes from Tewkesbury Borough to Cheltenham
Borough are outside the remit of this Review and, whilst it is
considered that there might be a case for the proposal, it cannot be
dealt with at this time. The process for how this proposal could be
dealt with in the future is a question for the LGBCE.
Bishops Cleeve

4.1.8

The proposals by Bishops Cleeve Parish Council have no effect on
electorate levels at the present time, as both comprise land only,
although the Parish Council has commented that the parcel of land
opposite the proposed school site is the subject of planning
application number 17/00399/OUT and may be the subject of future
development.

4.1.9

The suggested extension to the parish boundary would follow field
lines between Bishops Cleeve Parish and neighbouring Gotherington
Parish, however, the existing boundary line along Dean Brook is
considered a strong boundary.
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4.1.10

In terms of the proposed primary school, although it is generally likely
to support a greater number of families residing in Bishops Cleeve
than those families in surrounding areas, schools serve areas not
limited by parish boundaries, and are generally within the remit of the
County Council with limited input from Parish Councils.

4.1.11

As referred to in paragraph 1.2.3, Bishops Cleeve is a protected area
under the 2007 Act and any recommendations to make changes to
Parish electoral arrangements are subject to LGBCE consent.
Boddington

4.1.12

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Brockworth and Hucclecote

4.1.13

It is considered that the proposal by Brockworth Parish Council to
remove existing internal warding i.e., Brockworth East, Brockworth
West, so all Councillors represent the whole of the Parish, is unlikely
to receive the approval of the LGBCE, following the introduction of
this warding by LGBCE in the 2018 Review.

4.1.14

In terms of the request for an increase in the number of Councillors,
based on the Council’s scale of representation (see paragraph 7.1),
the current electorate of 6597 supports the request for an increase in
Parish Councillors from seventeen to twenty-one.

4.1.15

However, the suggestion that a Parish Council be created from the
areas within the Borough needs consideration. In respect of the
inclusion of the area outside of the Borough, discussions will take
place with the LGBCE.

4.1.16

As referred to in paragraph 1.2.3, Brockworth is a protected area
under the 2007 Act and any recommendations to make changes to
Parish electoral arrangements are subject to LGBCE consent.
Buckland

4.1.17

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Dumbleton

4.1.18

Conflicting submissions were received from Dumbleton Parish
Council and on behalf of the residents of Wormington, highlighting an
impact on community effectiveness and cohesion.

4.1.19

The proposal on behalf of the residents of Wormington seeks
governance of its own matters for the benefit of the residents of
Wormington. The submission did not include a description/map as to
the extent of area considered to form ‘Wormington’, although based
on postcode polygons for Wormington the current electorate total is
90.
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4.1.20

Options for consideration include a recommendation to retain the
status quo despite issues surrounding community cohesion, identity
and effectiveness; continuation of Dumbleton Parish Council with a
recommendation to change its electoral arrangements by the creation
of new parish warding, so as to ensure residents of Wormington were
always represented on Dumbleton Parish Council; or the creation of a
Parish Meeting/Parish Council for a defined area of Wormington, thus
providing self-determination for the residents of Wormington.
The creation of a Parish Council (as opposed to a Parish Meeting)
requires the electorate to total no less than 150 (see paragraph 88 of
the Guidance). Dependent on the extent of the defined area for
Wormington, it may only be possible for a recommendation to be
made for the creation of a Parish Meeting.

4.1.21

If the Wormington residents proposal went forward, dependent on the
extent of the defined area for Wormington, the likely impact could
amount to a reduction in electorate for Dumbleton Parish by
approximately 101 and an inconsistency with the Council’s scale of
representation; currently seven Parish Councillors (see paragraph
7.1). In this situation, it is possible for a recommendation to be made
that seeks to retain the existing number of Parish Councillors for
Dumbleton, equally, recommendations could seek to reduce the level
of Parish Councillors for Dumbleton from seven to five in line with the
scale of representation.
Elmstone Hardwicke

4.1.22

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Leigh

4.1.23

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Longford, Innsworth and Sandhurst

4.1.24

The proposal put forward by Longford Parish Council is supported by
a number of residents of the new development which abuts the
existing boundary and community of Longford and is currently located
within Innsworth Parish.

4.1.25

The issue of community identity and cohesion is strongly in favour of
the new development being part of Longford Parish rather than
Innsworth Parish, due to the proximity of the new development to
Longford and there being no physical link/access into Innsworth from
Longford.

4.1.26

The proposal for the Longford Parish boundary to extend along the
Horsbere Brook is a clear identifiable boundary incorporating the
households of the new development within the community of Longford
Parish.
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4.1.27

It follows that transferring the area from Innsworth Parish to Longford
Parish would impact on the electorate for each Parish, reducing
Innsworth Parish by approximately 487 and increasing the electorate
of Longford Parish to approximately 1862. Based on the scale of
representation (see paragraph 7.1) there would be no effect on the
number of Councillors for either Parish if the transfer was
recommended.

4.1.28

The proposal for the area of Walham to be transferred from Longford
Parish to Sandhurst Parish is feasible due to the physical disconnect
between the communities of Walham and Longford and Walham
being situated off Sandhurst Lane. Transferring the area of Walham
from Longford Parish to Sandhurst Parish has little effect on the
electoral arrangements in terms of electorate, as currently Walham is
comprised of approximately 77 electors. However, a transfer would
impact on the Borough Warding as Sandhurst Parish falls within the
Severn Vale South Ward and Longford Parish is within Innsworth
Ward. Should the proposal be recommended, it would be possible to
meet the LGBCE’s criteria for good electoral equality as the electorate
for the proposed transfer is low and there is minimal increase in
electorate as detailed in the 5 year forecast (see table in Section 8). It
is possible for parish and borough elections to be run without the
boundaries being coterminous, however, this is difficult to administer
and could create confusion for electors. As set out in paragraph 1.2.4,
any recommendation to change existing parishes which impact on
Borough Wards are subject to consent of the LGBCE.
Maisemore and Highnam

4.1.29

The proposals by Maisemore Parish Council generally aim to tidy up
boundary anomalies along the River Leadon between Maisemore
Parish and Highnam Parish, although the submission also includes
land falling within Forest of Dean District. These are outside the remit
of this Review and cannot be dealt with by the Review.
The proposals that can be dealt with identify strong boundaries
following the River Leadon and have no impact on the number of
electorate for either Maisemore Parish or Highnam Parish.
Northway

4.1.30

The proposal by Northway Parish Council seeks to extend the existing
boundary to incorporate land currently forming part of Ashchurch
Rural Parish and is positioned between the current Northway Parish
boundary and the highway; B4079. A reasonable proportion of the
land currently forms Ashchurch MOD/Army Base and contains very
few electorate; approximately 92. It is possible, however, that over
time this land could be an area of significant development and
community cohesion between the existing Northway community and
any new development could be considered unlikely. It is more likely
that any new development would have a greater affinity to the new
development and facilities currently being developed or planned for
development in the Parish of Ashchurch Rural.
The railway line currently provides for a strong definable boundary
between the Parishes of Northway and Ashchurch Rural.
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Prescott
4.1.31

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Stanton

4.1.32

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Stanway and Toddington

4.1.33

The proposal made by Stanway Parish Council was as a result of the
submission made by Toddington Parish Council to extend its
boundary into the existing Stanway Parish.

4.1.34

It is proposed by Stanway Parish Council to transfer the houses on
the Toddington side of the roundabout (the houses on the Broadway
Road and opposite the shop) from Toddington Parish to Stanway
Parish. The proposal would have the effect of increasing the
electorate by approximately 31. Transference of these properties
would not necessarily create a strong identifiable boundary or
community identity to Stanway Parish.

4.1.35

The Toddington Parish Council proposal seeks a transfer of the area
between the existing Stanway Parish boundary (running along the
Broadway Road; B4632) and the railway line (incorporating
Toddington Station and Station House), increasing the electorate by
approximately 46 at the current time. New development is possible
for parts of the area of land proposed for transfer, with community
identity considered likely to be with Toddington rather than Stanway.
The railway line is considered to be a strong defining boundary
between both Parishes.

4.1.36

In terms of the request by Toddington Parish Council for an increase
in the number of Councillors, based on the Council’s scale of
representation (see paragraph 7.1), the current electorate and
possible increase based on the proposed boundary alterations would
amount to approximately 450, which does not support the request for
an increase in Parish Councillors from five to seven.

4.1.37

It is possible to keep this request under review to be looked at
separately in the future, particularly in circumstances where
development takes place in the Parish increasing the electorate.
Teddington

4.1.38

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
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Tewkesbury
4.1.39

The submission from Tewkesbury Town proposes a transfer of land in
favour of the Town which currently forms part of three other Parishes;
Deerhurst, Elmstone Hardwicke and Stoke Orchard. The proposal is
based on a view that this would assist the argument surrounding
funding the provision of services for the benefit of the residents at the
nearby Odessa mobile home development (currently within the
boundary of Tewkesbury Town).

4.1.40

The electorate impact of the proposal would be negligible for each
Parish, although the question of community identity to Tewkesbury
Town is not particularly strong.

4.1.41

Should this proposal be recommended consent of LGBCE would be
required as Tewkesbury is a protected area under the 2007 Act and in
addition there would be an impact on Borough Wards requiring
LGBCE consent, as Deerhurst, Elmstone Hardwicke and Stoke
Orchard all fall within Severn Vale North.

4.1.42

The longer-term proposals to absorb Wheatpieces Parish and
Northway Parish were noted but not considered in any depth in this
Review.
Uckington

4.1.43

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.
Winchcombe

4.1.44

There are no reasons to believe that the current situation should not
continue.

4.2

Residents
Dumbleton

4.2.1

An analysis of the comments/proposals put forward on behalf of the
residents of Wormington is covered in paragraph 4.1.19.
Longford and Sandhurst

4.2.2

An analysis of the comments/proposals put forward by a number of
residents of Longford is covered in paragraph 4.1.28.
Teddington

4.2.3

General comments received to the Review were noted.
Wheatpieces

4.2.4

An analysis of the comments/proposals put forward by a household
located within The Meadows is covered in paragraph 4.1.3.
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4.3

Other
Badgeworth/Shurdington

4.3.1

An analysis of the comments/proposals put forward by Up Hatherley
Parish Council (Cheltenham Borough) and two residents of that
Parish is covered in paragraph 4.1.7.
Longford

4.3.2

An analysis of the comments put forward by the Longford Park
Academy is covered in paragraph 4.1.24.
General observations/comments

4.3.3

General comments received to the Review were noted.

5.0

Tewkesbury Borough Wards Review 2018 and Analysis

5.1

As set out in paragraph 1.2.3 a review of Tewkesbury Borough Wards
by the LGBCE, introduced a number of changes in May 2018, as set
out in The Tewkesbury (Electoral Changes) Order 2018. The
submission made to the LGBCE included Council approved maps for
specific areas of land (see paragraphs 5.2 – 5.7), for the purposes of
tidying up boundaries. These areas of land did not involve any
electorate, however no decision on these areas of land was made by
the LGBCE. The 2018 Council approved maps have been reconsidered as part of this Review process. As set out in paragraph
1.2.4, any recommendation to existing Parishes which impact on
Borough Wards are subject to consent of the LGBCE.
Bishops Cleeve and Southam

5.2

Suggestion for land currently included within Southam Parish,
incorporating the business park/site of GE Aviation, to be transferred
to Bishops Cleeve Parish. The proposal does not involve electorate,
has a strong definable boundary, and is considered logical in terms of
its location to Bishops Cleeve. As set out in paragraph 1.2.4, any
recommendation to existing Parishes which impact on Borough
Wards are subject to consent of the LGBCE.
Badgeworth, Brockworth, Churchdown and Innsworth

5.3

Suggestion for three separate parcels of land currently included within
Innsworth Parish, Badgeworth Parish and Brockworth Parish to be
transferred to Churchdown Parish.

5.4

Proposal for the transfer of land from Innsworth Parish; the land
includes government buildings at Elmbridge Court and Gloucester
North Community Fire Station but does not currently involve any
electorate. The proposed boundary follows an existing stream/brook
and is considered logical in terms of its location to Churchdown and
particularly the new development taking place on neighbouring land.
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5.5

Proposal for the transfer of land from Badgeworth Parish; the land
runs along the M5 abutting the existing Churchdown Parish boundary.
The boundary line currently separating Badgeworth Parish and
Churchdown Parish currently straddles the property, Home Farm.
The proposal seeks to rectify this, so the full extent of the property is
within Churchdown Parish, although there is no impact for the
residents of Home Farm in terms of voting as registered electors are
currently included within Churchdown Parish. The M5 is considered
to be a strong definable boundary and a logical proposal.

5.6

Proposal for the transfer of land from Brockworth Parish; the land
surrounds the junction/roundabout serving the A417 and M5 and does
not involve any electorate. It is considered that instead of the
proposal to transfer the land to Churchdown Parish, it actually relates
better to Hucclecote Parish, particularly as the Churchdown hill forms
a barrier between Churchdown and the land concerned.
Wheatpieces and Tewkesbury

5.7

Suggestion for land located between the by-pass and the
Wheatpieces estate, forming the Nature Reserve, currently within
Wheatpieces Parish to be transferred to Tewkesbury Town.
It is considered that, although the by-pass would provide a strong
definable boundary, the existing boundary running along the River
Swilgate works well and does not necessarily require change.
If recommended the proposal would impact on Borough Wards as
Wheatpieces Parish falls within Tewkesbury East.

6.0

Draft recommendations – Description

6.1

The Community Governance Review Working Group has now put
forward its draft recommendations, which are dealt with in groups of
Parishes, which have a common association in the proposals.
Ashchurch and Wheatpieces

6.2

It is considered that the residents of The Meadows, and any residents
of future development in this area, would have a stronger identity to
the community of Wheatpieces Parish rather than Ashchurch Rural
Parish.

6.3

In order to reflect the identities and interests of the residents of The
Meadows and for effective and convenient local government for that
community, it is recommended that the boundary for Wheatpieces
Parish is extended to take in land/properties forming part of The
Meadows development, running along Rudgeway Lane, west along
the existing boundary line of Ashchurch Rural Parish and north
following the River Swilgate (again reflecting the existing Ashchurch
Rural Parish boundary) increasing the electorate of Wheatpieces
Parish by 264 (based on current electorate).

6.4

It is considered that Rudgeway Lane and the River Swilgate provide
clearly defined boundaries going forward.
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6.5

Part of this recommendation will specifically impact on the Borough
Ward, consent for which is required from the LGBCE to ensure that
Parish and Borough Ward boundaries are coterminous. Views on this
aspect are specifically sought.

6.6

At this time it is not recommended that the number of Parish
Councillors for Ashchurch Rural Parish Council be increased from
seven to nine as the recommendation at 6.3 reduces the electorate
for Ashchurch Rural Parish to a level that reflects the existing number
of Parish Councillors provided for in the current scale of
representation (see paragraph 7.1). However, it is recommended that
any possible increase in Parish Councillors for Ashchurch Rural be
kept under review as development takes place increasing electorate
levels.
Badgeworth and Shurdington

6.7

It is recommended that following this Review Tewkesbury Borough
Council will correspond with the LGBCE to ascertain the process for
any possible future transfer of land out of these Parishes within
Tewkesbury Borough to Cheltenham Borough.
Bishops Cleeve and Gotherington

6.8

It is considered that the existing Parish boundary is a strong definable
line which provides effective and convenient governance within
Gotherington Parish. Should development take place in the area in
the future, it is considered that community identity and the interests of
those residents would not necessarily be greater to Bishops Cleeve
Parish. In addition although Gotherington Parish made no
submissions to this Review, concern was raised that the proposal
would open the floodgates to possible future development in this area
and over time an eradication of Gotherington Parish. It was also
considered that the proposed construction of the new school would
not be subject to Borough or Parish boundaries as it would cover a
greater catchment area and therefore there was insufficient
justification to extend the boundaries to Bishops Cleeve Parish.

6.9

It is recommended that no changes are made to the existing
boundaries between the Parishes of Bishops Cleeve and
Gotherington.
Brockworth and Hucclecote

6.10

In view of the complexities involved in creating a new Parish Council
to serve Coopers Edge (currently over three parishes, one of which is
outside of the Borough of Tewkesbury) it is recommended that
following this Review Tewkesbury Borough Council will separately
consider and consult with LGBCE to ascertain what options might be
available to create a Parish Council to serve i) all of Coopers Edge
falling within Brockworth Parish, Hucclecote Parish and Upton St
Leonards (Stroud District) and ii) consider further the option of
creating a Parish Council to serve the parts of Coopers Edge that
currently straddle the parishes of Brockworth and Hucclecote (within
Tewkesbury Borough) only (see covering report)
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6.11

It is recommended that no action is taken to remove all internal parish
warding, particularly as the current warding was introduced in 2018 by
the LGBCE Review and is coterminous with the Borough Wards and
would now require LGBCE consent to alter.

6.12

It is recommended that the number of Parish Councillors for
Brockworth Parish Council be increased from seventeen to twentyone, as per the current scale of representation (see paragraph 7.1).
Dumbleton

6.13

In an attempt to achieve community effectiveness, identity, and
cohesion it is recommended to create a separate Parish Meeting to
serve the residents of Wormington. The recommendation is for land
within Dumbleton Parish located to the west of the highway; B4078,
and south along the field lines behind the properties Mill Cottage and
Mill Farm, to be transferred to the new Parish, which incorporates
land proposed for the disputed village hall, and offers the B4078 as a
strong definable boundary for the recommendations. The current
electorate for the land which is subject to the recommendation totals
101, which in accordance with paragraph 88 of the Guidance
necessitates the creation of a Parish Meeting rather than a Parish
Council (for a recommendation for the creation of a Parish Council, an
electorate of 150 is required)

6.14

Notwithstanding the decrease in electorate levels for Dumbleton
Parish arising from paragraph 6.13, it is recommended that the level
of Parish Councillors to Dumbleton Parish Council remains at the
current number.
Longford, Innsworth and Sandhurst

6.15

It is recommended that the boundary for Longford Parish be extended
to incorporate land which comprises the new development currently
falling within Innsworth Parish. Submissions received from residents
overwhelmingly support community identity, interest and cohesion in
common with the community of Longford. Effective and convenient
community governance would be better provided by Longford Parish
Council, as the development adjoins the existing community of
Longford and is disparate from the community of Innsworth. The
recommendation would see an extension to the Longford Parish
boundary to run along clearly definable boundaries; A40 and
Horsbere Brook.

6.16

In order to achieve greater community identity, it is recommended that
the land between the A40 and the existing Longford Parish boundary
comprising the community of Walham, be transferred to the Parish of
Sandhurst. The A40 providing for a strong definable boundary.

6.17

Part of this recommendation will specifically impact on the Borough
Ward, consent for which is required from the LGBCE to ensure that
Parish and Borough Ward boundaries are coterminous. Views on this
aspect are specifically sought.
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Maisemore
6.18

It is recommended that the proposals made by Maisemore Parish to
tidy up the boundaries along the River Leadon between Maisemore
Parish and Highnam Parish, be approved and altered accordingly.
Northway and Ashchurch

6.19

It is considered that the railway line which currently forms the
boundary between Northway Parish and Ashchurch Rural Parish is a
strong definable boundary separating the existing Northway
community and the land to the east of Northway Parish which may be
the subject of major development in the future. Despite the possibility
of the future construction of the ‘Ashchurch Bridge’, it is considered
that the physical barrier of the railway line would impact on community
cohesion in the future, particularly as new housing development will
grow communities and facilities within Ashchurch Rural Parish, with
the likelihood of those communities looking to those new facilities
rather than existing facilities within Northway. At the furthest point
where future development could take place on land which forms the
proposal by Northway Parish Council, it is considered less likely that
community cohesion would be with the existing community of
Northway due to the physical distance between the two areas and
instead community identity would be to Ashchurch Rural Parish. It
would follow that Ashchurch Rural Parish is considered well placed to
reflect the identities and interests and provide effective and
convenient local government for the growth of future communities.

6.20

It is recommended that no changes are made to the existing
boundaries for the Parish of Northway.
Stanway and Toddington

6.21

The proposals and arguments by Stanway and Toddington Parishes
were considered in the round, and to best reflect the identity and
interests of existing and future residents it is recommended that land
located between the existing Stanway Parish boundary (running along
the Broadway Road; B4632) and the railway line (incorporating
Toddington Station and Station House), be transferred to Toddington
Parish, which means that Toddington Railway Station be
incorporated within Toddington Parish. It is recommended that the
clearly definable boundary is the railway line extending west to meet
the existing Toddington Parish boundaries along the track/driveway to
CTI Communications to the north and roadway leading to Didbrook to
the south.

6.22

As the proposal to increase the number of Parish Councillors for
Toddington Parish does not meet the existing scale of representation
(see paragraph 7.1), it is recommended that any possible increase in
Parish Councillors for Toddington Parish Council be kept under
review should further development take place increasing electorate
levels.
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Tewkesbury Town
6.23

It is considered that the existing Town boundary is a strong definable
line and that to recommend the transfer of land currently within the
Parishes of Deerhurst, Elmstone Hardwicke and Stoke Orchard
Parishes to Tewkesbury Town would not provide a greater benefit to
the residents of the three Parishes in terms of community cohesion.

6.24

It is recommended that no changes are made to the existing
boundaries for the town of Tewkesbury.
Bishops Cleeve and Southam

6.25

It is recommended that land included within Southam Parish
incorporating the business site/park comprising GE Aviation, is
transferred to Bishops Cleeve Parish and integrated within Cleeve
Grange Parish Ward, with the highway A435 offering a strong
definable boundary.

6.26

As set out in paragraphs 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, as the recommendation
impacts on Bishops Cleeve Parish and on the Borough Wards of
Cleeve Hill and Cleeve Grange, approval would be subject to consent
of the LGBCE to ensure that Parish and Borough Ward boundaries
are coterminous. The recommended transfer of land does not include
any electorate thus having no impact on Borough Ward electorates.
Badgeworth, Brockworth, Churchdown and Innsworth

6.27

It is recommended that the land incorporating government buildings at
Elmbridge Court and Gloucester North Community Fire Station is
transferred from Innsworth Parish to Churchdown Parish.

6.28

It is recommended that land running along the M5 abutting the
existing Churchdown Parish boundary incorporating the property;
Home Farm is transferred from Badgeworth Parish to Churchdown
Parish.

6.29

As set out in paragraphs 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, as these recommendations
impact on Churchdown Parish and on the Borough Wards of
Badgeworth and Churchdown Brookfield with Hucclecote, approval
would be subject to consent of the LGBCE to ensure that Parish and
Borough Ward boundaries are coterminous. The recommendations do
not include any electorate thus having no impact on Borough Ward
electorates.

6.30

It is recommended that land surrounding the junction/roundabout
serving the A417 and M5 is transferred from Brockworth Parish to
Hucclecote Parish.

6.31

As set out in paragraphs 1.2.3 and 1.2.4, as the recommendation
impacts on the existing boundaries of Churchdown Parish approval to
transfer to Hucclecote Parish would be subject to consent of the
LGBCE.
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Wheatpieces and Tewkesbury
6.32

It is recommended that no action is taken to transfer land located
between the by-pass and the Wheatpieces estate, forming the Nature
Reserve, and that this land should be retained within Wheatpieces
Parish.
All other parishes

6.32

The recommendation for all other Parishes is for their boundaries to
remain unchanged.

7.0

Scale of representation

7.1

The number of Councillors that represent the parish electorate are
based on the Council’s adopted scale of representation, as set out
below:
Parish
Electorate
300-500

Parish
Councillors
5

501-1000

7

1001-2000

9

2001-3000

11

3001-4000

13

4001-6000

15

6001+
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8.

Parish electorate and forecast

8.1

The table at Annex A sets out information, current electorate and 5
year electorate forecasts for Parish and Town Councils.

9.0

Draft Recommendation – Maps

9.1

To illustrate the draft recommendations of the Parish Boundary
Review 2022, all the following maps have been reproduced from the
Ordnance Survey and contain OS data © Crown copyright and
database right 2021, Tewkesbury Borough Council Licence Number
100025298. Contains information licensed under the Open
Government Licence v3.0
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Ashchurch and Wheatpieces
9.1.1

(see recommendation 6.3)
Land edged in blue – existing Wheatpieces Parish
Land hatched in red – land subject to the draft recommendation in
paragraph 6.3
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Dumbleton
9.1.2

(see recommendation 6.13)
Land edged in blue – existing Dumbleton Parish (part)
Land hatched in red – land subject to the draft recommendation in
paragraph 6.13
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Longford, Innsworth and Sandhurst
9.1.3

(see recommendations 6.15 and 6.16)
Land edged in blue – existing Longford Parish
Land hatched in red – land subject to the draft recommendation in
paragraph 6.15
Land hatched in black – land subject to the draft recommendation in
paragraph 6.16
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Maisemore
9.1.4

(see recommendation 6.18)
Land hatched in red – land subject to the recommendation to transfer
from Maisemore Parish to Highnam Parish
Land hatched in black – land subject to the recommendation to
transfer from Highnam Parish to Maisemore Parish
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Maisemore Continued
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Stanway and Toddington
9.1.5

(see recommendation 6.21)
Land edged in blue – existing Toddington Parish (part)
Land hatched in red – land subject to the draft recommendation in
paragraph 6.21
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Bishops Cleeve and Southam
9.1.6

(see recommendation 6.25)
Land edged in blue – existing Bishops Cleeve Parish (part)
Land hatched in red – land subject to the draft recommendation in
paragraph 6.25
Land edged in green – existing Bishops Cleeve Wards
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Badgeworth, Brockworth, Churchdown and Innsworth
9.1.7

(see recommendations 6.27 and 6.28)
Land edged in blue – existing Churchdown Parish (part)
Land hatched in red – land subject to the draft recommendations in
paragraph 6.27 and 6.28
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Badgeworth, Brockworth, Churchdown and Innsworth continued
9.1.8

(see recommendation 6.30)
Land edged in blue – existing Hucclecote Parish
Land hatched in red – land subject to the draft recommendation in
paragraph 6.30
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Parish electorate and forecast
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